Since the primary purpose of the upgrade is related to infrastructure security, the system will function primarily the same as the previous version. Smart Doc processing and Financial Reporting will remain the same.

Some minor differences and new features are as follows:

**Menu Related Items:**

- **Main Menu:** The menu is now located across the top of the page. When you first login you will see a box that highlights menu changes. Once you are familiar with these changes you can remove the box by clicking the drop down in the upper right corner and clicking “Remove”. You can then customize the remaining boxes on the screen by moving them around to fill in the space:
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• **Favorites** – All your favorites will remain the same. However, the system will also add “recently viewed panels” to provide efficient navigation to common panels

• **Smart Doc Menu Icons** – Various menu items that were previously a drop down item on the “Save” and “Copy” buttons are now separate buttons as shown here:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Save</th>
<th>Save Draft</th>
<th>Save Template</th>
<th>Open Draft</th>
<th>Load Template</th>
<th>Attach</th>
<th>Collaborate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

• **Templates** – Templates can now be deleted using the “Settings” icon.

• **Personalize** – Customize is now labeled Personalize. Another name change.

**Other Items/Features:**

• **Type Ahead** – In various fields where there is a magnifying lookup glass, the system will now provide a feature that lists valid options based on what is being typed. You are able to click on the valid option once it appears and it will populate the field.

• **Suppliers** – Vendors are now labeled Suppliers. This is simply a name change.

• **Smart Doc Attachments** – Adding and deleting an attachment is now a button rather than a “+” and “-“.

• **Bypass** – There is a new Budget Check status labeled “Bypass” which can be ignored.

• **Assign Proxy** – While still on the home page as “Assign Proxy User”, the menu navigation has changed to Main Menu>Smart Solutions>Smart Workflow>User Preferences>Assign Proxy User. In addition, the user is now able to assign proxy by individual Smart Doc.